
thirty-three
The weather 

right now:

temp.

classify each
of these nouns*

sin
gu

la
r

pl
ur

al

co
m

m
on

pr
op

er

co
m

po
un

d

phenomenon

X X

scissors

St. Louis
baseball

Earl
eyes

Halloweens
lunchbox

post office

bicycle

antennae

Draw two objects on the scale
that would make it balance.

H
ow

 m
an

y 
de

gr
ee

s?
What could fit these clues?

small   alive   shell    slow

cold   white   soft  flakes

tail    nuts   bury   busy

poles   hill    snow   down 

Which number comes next?

1/8, 1/4, 3/8, ______

1,5,2,10,3, ______

1987, 1985, 1983, ______

370, 37.0, 3.70, ______

20, 21, 23, 26, ______

1,4,9,16, ______

Draw a bird’s eye view of your house.

3-letter animals
birds, or insects:

f ____ ____

c ____ ____

p ____ ____

o ____ ____

a ____ ____

r ____ ____

Write your name as if a
robot had done it.
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* if you do not know the definitions of these terms, be sure to look them up!



thirty-four
The weather right now:

temperature:

1. There are 50 states

2. South Carolina borders the Pacific Ocean.

3. The nation’s capital is Washington D.C.

4. The leader of the U.S. is called the Governor

5. There are 5 great lakes.

6. The Mississippi River flows into the Gulf of 
Florida.

7. Michigan is the northernmost state.

 8. The U.S. is south of Mexico.

 9. New York is both a city and a state.

10. Texas is the largest state.

True or False?

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

T        F

Choose the correct ending:
-al, -el, or -le

sing ______

ped ______

simp ______

shov ______

canc ______

sign ______

nick ______

troub ______

gent ______

Ues a
protractor to

measure
each angle.

Color this ship.

Draw a line that crosses itself:

2 times 6 times 12 times
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thirty-five
classify each

of these nouns*

co
lle

ct
iv

e

co
un

ta
bl

e

un
co

un
ta

bl
e

co
nc

re
te

ab
st

ra
ct

mayonnaise

X

love

apple
baseball
honesty

sun

Simon
equipment

fear

rice

furniture

Draw four angles that are 90, 130, 35, and 175 degrees.

Build some sentences. Add as many words as you wish to the lines.

cars

The

whenTrees

in

pencils.

The weather 
right now:

temp.

X

List 8 words that have anything to do with the word “forest.”

Make this 
square look fuzzy.

Create a mirror image of this design. Right now, I would love to be.....
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* if you don’t know the definitions of these terms, look them up!



thirty-six
Create a bar graph of the weather for 

12 previous days.
Create a line graph of the temperature for 

12 previous days.

day 1 111098765432 12te
m

p.

10

100

90

80

70
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50

40

30

20

110

Start with the word for the picture. Take away
letters as shown and add the new letters to
the beginning or end to make a new word.

Design a remote control for something.

My apple is as red as ______________.

and as crisp as ____________. It is as

round as ____________ and as big as

________________________________ .  

Draw and color the
planet Mars.

What makes this noise?

pleep!

pleep!

- k + b = 

- d + fr = 

- cil + ny = 

- r + te = 

- ap + peo = 

- sp + cart = 
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